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Abstract 

This article focuses on the generation and storage of electrical energy from piezoelectric 

materials and discusses them. This type of material can transform mechanical energy straight 

into electrical energy, which can later be stored using the technique / circuit of energy 

harvesting. The energy conversion from ambient vibration is indeed nowadays fascinating 

research area.It is the most common electromechanical transducer materials for low power 

consumption apps, such as wireless and sensors, due to the ability to integrate with 

electronics and microsystems with high voltage and supporting standalone circuit. This article 

focuses on how to extract energy from piezoelectric materials to be stored in power storage 

devices such as batteries. 
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1. Introduction 

New forms of alternative energy have been continuing study due to reduced fossil 

fuels, which are currently the primary source of energy for generating electricity, and 

are being phased out in developing nations to clean up their air pollution, support 

renewable energy development to decrease worldwide carbon emissions, mitigate 

worldwide warming, rescue the atmosphere [1], and so on. There are many renewable 

energy sources, i.e. power generation by using the gravitational force of dropping 

water, using solar cells to harness the sun energy, wind turbine conversion[2]. These 

energy sources are regarded environmentally friendly and change the moment when 

we run out of major sources of energy. Significant growth in power generation has 

been achieved by using dissipated energy around the environment produced by human 

operations and converting it into electrical form; this is called energy harvesting 

technology[3]. 
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2. Working 

The electrical model in question is split into three primary components: generation, 

vibration and composition. The generation portion is simulated by the pulse voltage 

source depicted as the mechanical force applied and its frequency is set at 1 Hz to 

simulate the frequency of walking through the piezoelectric device in function with a 

few switches that are complemented by two MOSFETs [4]. The first receives bias 

voltage when the source of voltage generates positive pulse and is depicted as portion 

of mechanical force receiving; another is biased by adverse pulse when releasing 

mechanical force and vibrates continually with its natural frequency.The vibration 

part is taken into account described by subscript “re” components. The last section, 

which is component of the structure; it comprises of RLC parts transformed from 

PZT's mechanical features into electrical form as expressed in mechanical-electrical 

equations[5]. 

 

Result and conclusion 

 

This article provided the piezoelectric-ceramic PZT electrical model and MATLAB 

Simulink studied simulation on electrical conduct and voltage waveform battery 

charging in various settings. Compared to experimental outcomes, the simulation 

findings of the PZT model were in excellent agreement with respect to waveform 

shape and output signal. The voltage was steady when using PZT in series. 
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